The similarity in the size and bulk density between Venus and Earth give them a similar capacity for heat production. Yet Venus shows no evidence of plate tectonic. Instead, it experienced widespread resurfacing approximately 750 m.a. (1), possibly driven by global crustal overturn (2,3). The rate of geologic activity declined following this resurfacing, leading to the hypothesis that Venus is currently in a stagnant lid convective regime (4-6).

Despite the differences in tectonic style, Venus has many Earth-like hotspot rises (e.g. 7-9). Seven volcanic rises are very similar to terrestrial hotspot rises, in that they have extensional rifts, large shield volcanoes, broad topographic swells, and gravity anomalies suggesting deep compensation (10-11). These are the primary hotspots, with a possible origin as plumes rising from the core mantle boundary. A recent analysis of the data available for terrestrial hotspots suggests that a limited number of primary plumes arise from the core-mantle boundary on the Earth (12). Other secondary plumes are generated as when a super plume impinges on the upper mantle-lower mantle boundary spawning smaller thermal instabilities, or are due to local rifting and melting (12,13). Within this definition, Venus and Earth appear to have a comparable number of primary plumes.

Secondary plumes on Venus have a very different character on Venus than on Earth. Coronae are believed to form over small-scale upwellings. There are over 500 coronae, with 95% having a diameter between 100 and 400 km (14). Although most coronae have associated volcanism, they are defined on the basis of their annulus of fractures and their topographic morphology. Although the volcanism, radial extensional fractures, and the dome or plateau morphology found for many coronae are consistent with typical models of mantle upwelling, coronae differ in key ways. They are typically smaller and have a range of topographic forms, with nearly half of all coronae having interior depressions. Fracture annuli are not observed at larger hotspots either on Venus or Earth.

A variety of models have been proposed to explain the unusual topographic morphology of coronae. Koch and Magna (15) proposed a spreading drop model to form some of the interior depression topographic forms. A model in which an upwelling plume lead to delamination of the lower lithosphere at the edges of the plume explains most topographic forms (16). A plume impinging on a depleted mantle layer can generate surface depressions (17).

One possible explanation for the lack of coronae on Earth is that the presence of a low viscosity zone under the oceanic lithosphere causes the plume head to spread laterally and dampen any surface topography (16). This would be particularly pronounced for small plumes. Under continents, small plumes might be unable to deform the lithosphere, particularly in the presence of a depleted mantle layer. Alternatively Jellenik et al. (17) propose that coronae form on Venus due to the absence of subducting slabs. Without slabs to cause enhanced thermal gradients at the core mantle boundary, smaller scale plumes form. The effect of buoyancy can also create different scale plumes (18).

Recent work examining the admittance signature for coronae suggests the possibility that the density structure of the lithosphere plays a key role. Smrekar et al. (21) examined the admittance signature for those coronae that have a fracture annuli 50% or less
complete, defined as Type 2 coronae (22). No relationship is seen between either crustal or elastic thickness and diameter, as suggested by prior models (15,20). Instead, the elastic and crustal thickness correlate with some topographic morphologies. Rim only coronae, which are predicted to from through isostatic rebound (16), have a more limited range of estimated crustal thickness (50-100 km) than other topographic forms (19). Rim only coronae are predicted to form rimmed depressions, once isostatic and thermal equilibrium are reached. These coronae typically have a bottom loading signature and relatively large elastic thickness values, consistent with formation via delamination of the lower lithosphere.

Additionally, nearly half of the coronae in the gravity survey appear to be isostatically compensated (21). All of the topographic forms considered in the gravity survey are represented in the isostatically compensated group. These coronae are interpreted to be inactive, implying that all morphologies can represent the final state of a corona (19). This includes topographic forms such as domes and plateaus that are typically assumed to indicate the presence of a plume at depth. In fact, none of the plateaus and domes studied had a relatively thin elastic lithosphere, large depth of compensation, and bottom loading signature that is consistent with a plume at depth (21).

The results of the gravity survey suggest that processes such as delamination and isostasy play a significant role in the formation and compensation of coronae. Some coronae may even form via delamination without a plume to initiate the process. Type 2 coronae, which were examined in the gravity survey (21), are more commonly found in the plains than along fracture belts. The plains regions may be tectonically inactive areas, which could favor the transition of basalt to eclogite (14,21). The presence of a high-density layer at depth would tend to favor delamination.

A stagnant lid regime results in a lithosphere that does not cool monotonically. Instead the mantle heats up over time, causing the lithosphere to remain at a constant thickness or even thin with time. The tectonic stability of the lithosphere in such a regime would allow slow phase transitions to occur, favoring delamination and allowing isostasy to be achieved over time. These processes may be key to understanding why coronae form only on Venus, the effects of a stagnant lid on tectonic history, and the relative contribution of upwelling plumes to the formation of coronae and heat loss on Venus.
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